
Hot-spot glass candle container

 Item Number. SG11080T
 material High white glass 
 craft Mechanism glass candlestick 
 sampling time  1. If there is a glass shape and size, it is 5 days

 2. 15 days if you need new shapes and sizes glass
 filler  General packing, inner box 4, 48 pieces frame 
 Product capacity  500,000 to 1,000,000 pieces per month
 delivery time  Within 35 days of sampling and ordering confirm
 payment terms  T/T advance 30% deposit and balance Copy of bill of lading
 delivery  By sea, air, courier and shipping agency accept

 Product Features
 1. Home decoration glass candle cans come from high quality
 2. Applicable to hotels, families and so on.
3. Meet ASTM test

 

 For your choice

 1. The choice of various designs and sizes
 2 any painting, cooling, electroplating, laser model Machining tool
 3 special packaging such as shrink film, color gift box, white Gift boxes
 We are the exclusive employee of quality control
 We have a professional workshop and warehouse Ensure delivery time















Features glass-blown moon
 1. Benefits, including the number of molds, machinery, surface effects, colors, etc.
 2. Quality control is difficult and tolerant to size, weight and shape are large.
 3. The price is high and the product is limited to special glass technology. 
   



how to apply
  1. Use it under adult guidance
  2. Rinse or boil with purified water before use
  3. Do not touch the edge of the glass, try to remove the bottom or handle it

Precautions
  1. Beer, wine, liquor, drinks or hot water will not be overcrowded
  2. To avoid harming your child, please keep them in a place where they cannot be reached
  3. Do not fall down, impact and strong influence
  4. Do not microwave oven
  5. To prevent cracking, do not put it directly on the open flame

More candlesticks Or any glassware,
Please visit our website: Http://www.okcandle.com/
Or can help you learn more about us: Frequently asked questions

http://www.okcandle.com/
http://www.okcandle.com/Customer-service/FAQ.html

